English

Science

Spelling

programme covering: Rising stars

spelling lists, 200 High frequency words, year
3/4 national curriculum spelling list.

No-

Animals, including humans.


Sentence punctuation including





Grammar Prepositions, root words, conjunctions.
hension, Guided Reading.
Writing Story writing based on ‘Escape from
Pompeii’, Instructional writing based on making
wooden poppies, Roman Myths, Christmas letters.

food chains, identifying producers,

Question and

Addition and subtraction Add and subtract

answer.

numbers mentally. Add and subtract numbers

Days of the
week

with up to four digits, using formal written
methods of columnar addition and subtraction.
Estimate the answer to a calculation and use

Christmas vocabulary and
games.

inverse operations to check answers.
Multiplication and Division Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8

predators and prey.

Romans (2)
Maple Class
TERM 2

PE

History

Swimming
-Swim competently,
confidently and proficiently over a distance of 25 metres.

a

range



Roman expansion

times tables. Write and calculate mathematical



Roman Baths




-Perform safe self

Computing

multiplication using the multiplication tables
they know, including mental and progressing to

Safety

written methods. Solve problems, including

Using comput-

missing number problems, involving multiplica-

ers and the in-

tion and division.

ternet safely.

Music
Christmas carols. Singing assemblies.

Art/DT
Design and construct a Ro-

Forest / PSHE

man Shield.



Getting on and falling out.

Roman entertainment

Design and construct Ro-



Roman buildings and

man Buildings

Plan, design, make and evaluate

architecture

Roman Empire maps



Tool use, including bow saws.



Roman Legacy

Roman Legacy posters.



Forest exploring.



Roman Army

of

strokes effectively.
rescue.

Construct and interpret a variety of

Maths

statements for multiplication for division and

Reading Class novels ‘Billionaire Boy’ Compre-

-Use

Identify the different types of teeth in
humans and their simple functions.

using apostrophes for contraction and possession.

Describe the simple functions of the
basic parts of the digestive system.

nonsense spelling.

Punctuation

MFL

Remembrance Day Poppies.

RE
Open the book assemblies.

Collective worship.
Roman Gods and
Goddesses.

